Professional Development
for Primary Schools

In line with the DFE Standards for Professional Development
Practical Professional Development services to support your school improvement
from leadership and management, to classroom practice and subject knowledge

Face-to-face Professional Development
... from Oxford University Press
See pages 4–6.

Our CPD model
Discover Workshops and courses
Implement INSET and consultancy programmes
Develop Tailored consultancy support
Refresh Continuing the journey

Resources for your Professional Development
Online
See page 10.

Oxford Owl for School provides free online teaching, learning and assessment resources, expert support and subscriptions for primary schools.

Register free to join over 210,000 teachers at www.oxfordowl.co.uk

Teacher development titles
See page 11.

A range of practical, professional books for primary teachers. www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/teaching
Maths Professional Development

Inspire Maths PD
Delivered by our team of expert consultants across the UK.

Discover
Our workshops are ideal for new staff, as refreshers, and for Maths Leads considering the Singapore approach.

Implement
Our 5 day implementation programme supports your school over the first year and beyond. Build confidence in teaching to mastery through detailed understanding of the Singapore Approach.

Develop
Designed to meet the specific needs of your school, improving on your staff’s subject knowledge and pedagogical practice through continuing professional development.

Refresh
Continuing the journey

£199–£920*
£1,650–£5,150*
£690–£850*
*Prices valid on all bookings made in 2017

Numicon PD
Delivered by our team of expert consultants across the UK.

Discover
Our courses, conferences and regional workshops are perfect for getting you confident and capable in using the Numicon approach to teach to mastery and improve standards.

Implement
Design your own flexible 2–4 day implementation package tailored to the needs of your school and staff.

Develop
Get specific improvement support (INSET or consultancy), whether as part of your initial implementation package or for your continuing professional development.

Refresh
Continuing the journey

£199–£920*
£1,052–£2,708*
£690–£850*
*Prices valid on all bookings made in 2017

www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/inspiremaths
inspiremaths@oup.com
01865 353070
www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/numicon-pd
primary.training.uk@oup.com
01865 353735
Teaching Reading Comprehension

A one-day course to unlock the key comprehension strategies and improve reading for every child.

Course Outline
- Understand why children struggle with comprehension
- Identify the key comprehension strategies – and how to teach them!
- Embed these strategies through high-quality guided reading
- Tailor your approach to children’s differing needs
- Assess comprehension reliably and effectively
- Plan for progress in your school

Who should attend?
- English Coordinators
- Classroom teachers
- Higher level TAs

Delegate Rates
- First delegate rate: £199*
- Second delegate rate: £149*
- INSET package for schools: £920*

*Prices valid on all bookings made in 2017

Book your place
- www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/comprehension-pd
- englishcpd@oup.com
- 01865 354512

Ruth Miskin Training


Training and on-going professional development is vital to ensure staff implement all Read Write Inc. programmes successfully.

Ruth Miskin Consultant Trainers know what it takes to get pupils reading and writing quickly, and can provide In-school Training, Regional Training, and Development Days to support your school’s needs.

How the Training works

As part of the Training, held in-school or at a regional venue, Ruth Miskin Training:
- Demonstrate the reading, writing, and spelling process step-by-step
- Ensure that speaking and listening are at the heart of teaching
- Examine footage of real lessons
- Help teaching staff practise and prepare before you teach
- Demonstrate consistent management strategies that speed up progress and ensure pupils participate fully in lessons

Ruth Miskin Training offer regular Development Days – a Consultant Trainer will visit your school to coach and support the management team and staff. Supported schools can access Practice Videos on the Ruth Miskin Training School Portal to use in their on-going coaching cycles.

Book your place
- Call the office team on +44(0)1235 331230 or e-mail admin@ruthmiskin.com to book In-school Training or Development Days
- Book Regional Training at www.ruthmiskin.com

* Prices valid on all bookings made in 2017

Professional Development from our training providers

Andrell Education

Andrell Education offers a range of specialist training packages to enable the successful implementation of Big Writing, delivered by Ros Wilson and her expert team of consultants.

Find out more and book: www.andrelleducation.com

Edge Hill University

Specialist professional development from Edge Hill University helps schools to close the attainment gap. Schools that received Project X CODE training reported, after four months, an average reading age gain of 13.4 months, and that comprehension scores more than doubled.

Find out more and book: www.everychildcounts.edgehill.ac.uk
Meet our experts

Starred experts speak regularly at regional and national events.

**COMPREHENSION**

Lindsay Pickton

“Assessment, at heart, is the recognition of learning.”

**ASSESSMENT**

Stephen Anwyll

“The highest achieving systems focus on a model which assumes that all children are capable of learning anything.”

**WRITING AND GRAMMAR**

Tim Oates

“Children need to develop their writing ‘voice’ to help them organize their thoughts and language.”

Ros Wilson

“Every child can tell a story – that is the springboard to becoming a good writer.”

Pie Corbett

“Every child will need additional support through a focused intervention, tailored to suit their needs.”

**READING FOR PLEASURE**

Nikki Gamble

“Young readers often choose not to read, in spite of their ability. We need to ask why.”

James Clements

“Learning to read well and discovering the wonder of books can change children’s lives.”

Gary Wilson

“Getting the boys issue on school improvement plans is vital in every single school.”

Beth Miskin OBE

“Children learn more quickly when practice across the school is completely consistent.”

**PHONICS AND ENGLISH**

Debbie Hepplewhite MBE

“Synthetic phonics is the most effective method of teaching reading and spelling skills.”

**SEND AND STRUGGLING LEARNERS**

Jean Cross CBE

“I’m passionate about making a difference to children who don’t have much going for them in their lives.”

Lorna Peterson OBE

“Every child is capable of learning and achieving to their full potential in a safe and secure environment.”

Dr Hatchett

“Children falling behind their peers will need additional support through a focused intervention, tailored to suit their needs.”

Maureen Lewis

“Struggling readers have to understand what the rewards of reading are – pleasure and usefulness.”

Marilyn Joyce

“Phonics is the crucial step up to reading, not an end in itself.”

**MATHEMATICS**

Prof Mike Ashen

“A maths should be a creative endeavour that helps learners understand more about themselves as well as the world.”

Sami Miller

“Being mathematically curious and confident is essential to unblocking a child’s potential.”

Andrew Jeffrey

“As teachers, our job is to create confident and competent mathematicians.”

Lynn Churchman

“Being successful in mathematics is crucial to the life chances and choices of all learners.”

Dr Tony Wing

“Developing children’s ability to communicate mathematically is at the heart of any success.”

**ASSESSMENT**

Lorraine Petersen OBE

“Every child is capable of learning and achieving to their full potential in a safe and secure environment.”

**READING FOR PLEASURE**

“Being mathematically curious and confident is essential to unlock children’s potential.”

**PHONICS AND ENGLISH**

“Synthetic phonics is the most effective method of teaching reading and spelling skills.”

**SEND AND STRUGGLING LEARNERS**

“Developing children’s ability to communicate mathematically is at the heart of any success.”

**MATHEMATICS**

“I’m passionate about making a difference to children who don’t have much going for them in their lives.”

“Every child is capable of learning and achieving to their full potential in a safe and secure environment.”

“Struggling readers have to understand what the rewards of reading are – pleasure and usefulness.”

“Phonics is the crucial step up to reading, not an end in itself.”

“A maths should be a creative endeavour that helps learners understand more about themselves as well as the world.”

Being mathematically curious and confident is essential to unblocking a child’s potential.”

“As teachers, our job is to create confident and competent mathematicians.”

Being successful in mathematics is crucial to the life chances and choices of all learners.”

“Developing children’s ability to communicate mathematically is at the heart of any success.”
Further Support

Online Professional Development support on Oxford Owl
Access a powerful range of online support at www.oxfordowl.co.uk to help you develop a motivated and effective teaching staff.

Free Professional Development videos
Explore a library of professional development videos including videos from all our expert speakers and in-school videos exploring best practice.

Reports on the latest hot topics
Digestible research reports offering you practical guidance, including examples from outstanding schools and clear action points.

Training Toolkits for your school
Training Toolkits provide step-by-step guidance, advice and tools to help deliver training in your school. They can be used by individuals, in groups or as part of an INSET or twilight whole-school session.

Continue your learning
Embed and share what you’ve learned at our conferences and events, or catch up on what you’ve missed, with videos and handouts.

Subscribe to School Improvement Pathways for even more online support
Get your whole school on board with your school improvement priorities and support your middle leaders with our online system for outstanding leadership.

Developed by educational experts, each Pathway has four steps: audit, strategic planning, take action and evaluate impact.

Access over 20 Pathways, covering whole-school, maths and English issues and fully supported by editable tools and practical guidance, which can be shared across your whole school.

Explore a free Pathway at www.oxfordowl.co.uk

Teacher development titles

Making Good Progress?
Daisy Christodoulou
ISBN: 978 0 19 841360 8

Making Numbers
R. Griffiths, J. Black, S. Gifford
ISBN: 978 0 19 837561 6

Mastering Mathematics
Dr Helen Drury
ISBN: 978 0 19 835175 7

To see our full range, go to: www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/teaching
Your next steps

Get the right professional development for you, your staff and your school

Speak to us
oxfordprimaryevents@oup.com
01865 354512

Find us online
www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/pd
@OUPPrimary